
Prof Albrecht’s Notes
Introduction to the Accounting Cycle

Intermediate Accounting 1

The accounting cycle is accounting process that extends from
the very start of an accounting period to the absolute very end.

It involves recording transactions (journal entries and posting to
accounts, end of period adjustments, preparing the four
financial statements with notes, and closing revenue, expense
and dividends to retained earnings.

The accounting cycle is covered in chapter 3 of the Kieso,
Weygandt and Kimmel Intermediate Accounting textbook.  
The authors assume that the intermediate accounting student
remembers everything that took place in the first six weeks of
the principles of accounting course.

But not everyone remembers.  So here are some Internet resources to supplement the accounting
textbook:

http://www.netmba.com/accounting/fin/process/
http://www.cliffsnotes.com/more-subjects/accounting/accounting-principles-i
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Prof Albrecht’s Notes
Accounting Cycle Terminology& Glossary

Intermediate Accounting 1

Throughout this part of the course, we’ll be using terminology to represent an important item or
process.  Look through the textbook for complete definitions.

account depreciation 
ledger account financial statements and notes 
T-account general journal 
contra account journal entries
real account transaction entries
nominal account adjusting entries 
chart of accounts closing entries 

accounting cycle reversing entries
recording transactions general ledger 
adjusting process prepayments (deferrals)
closing process prepaid expense 
posting to accounts unearned revenue 

accrual trial balance 
accrued expenses transaction trial balance 
accrued revenues adjusted trial balance 

credit post-closing trial balance 
debit
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Glossary

account – something that is important enough to separately track.  There are five different types of
accounts–asset, liability, owners equity, revenue and expense.  Cash and accounts receivable are
two examples of asset accounts.

accounting cycle – from the start of the accounting period to the very end, it involves recording
transactions (journal entries and posting to accounts, end of period adjustments, preparing the
four financial statements with notes, and closing revenue, expense and dividends to retained
earnings.

accrual – something that is accumulated but not yet paid.  Interest payable and interest receivable are
examples of accrued costs and accrued revenues, respectively.

accrued costs or expenses – some product or service has been consumed (like utilities from the power
company).  The amount has not yet been paid, so it is owed.  Utilities payable (a liability) is a
good example.

accrued revenues – revenues have been earned (the work has been performed), but for which
customers have not yet paid. They are still unrecorded.  This could be either for products we’ve
delivered or services performed.  We could call it sales receivable, but the normal term is
accounts receivable.

adjusted trial balance – a trial balance is a listing of all accounts with current balances.  In this case,
the balances are current immediately after making adjusting entries and posting them to accounts.

adjusting entry – a journal entry made at the end of an accounting period to divide revenues and
expenses affected by the passage of time into the current and next periods.  These can be of two
types– either an accrual or an adjustment made to a prepayment.

An example of an adjustment for an accrual expense item is:
 

Wages expense X
Wages payable X

adjusting process – this takes place at the end of the accounting period, but prior to closing entries. 
The purpose s to make sure that prepayments (also called deferrals) are accounted for so that the
correct amount of revenue or expense is alocated to either hte current period or a libility/asset
account for the next period.  Accruals are also part of the process, and the process makes sure that
appropriate revenues and expenses are recorded despite no payment being made until the next
period.  The correct allocation often is a function of time.

chart of accounts – a list of all accounts in the accounting system.  These accounts can be for assets,
liabilities, equities, revenues and expenses.  In most account numbering systems, asset accounts
begin with the numeral 1, liabilities with 2, equities with 3, revenues with 4, and expenses with 5.
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closing entry – when nominal accounts (one period accumulators) have their balances transferred to
Retained Earnings.  The purposes of closing entries are to (1) update retained earnings, and (2)
prepare the nominal accounts to a zero balance to make them ready to accumulate during the next
period.

Revenues, expenses and dividends get closed.

Revenue X
Retained earnings X

Retained earnings X
Expense X

Retained earnings X
Dividends X

closing process – when nominal or temporal accounts (revenue, expense, dividends) that serve as one
period accumulators have their balances transferred to retained earnings.  This resets the nominal
account balances to zero so they can be used to accumulate in the next period.

contra account – an account that offsets the balance of an associated account.  It does this by carrying a
balance on the opposite side of the normal balance for the associated account.  For example,
assets such as equipment carry a debit balance.  Accumulated depreciation is for deductions
(offsets) to the equipment account, and carries a credit balance.

credit – the right side of an account.  For liability, equity and revenue accounts, posting a number to the
credit side will increase (or add to) the account balance.  For asset and expense accounts, posting
a number to the credit side will decrease (or subtract from) the account balance.

debit – the left side of an account.  For asset and expense accounts, posting a number to the debit side
of an account will increase (or add to) the account balance.  For liability, equity and revenue
accounts, posting a number to the debit side will decrease (or subtract from) the account balance.

depreciation – the accounting method by which the cost of long term tangible assets (building,
equipment) is matched to the periods of benefit.  Depreciation expense is the annual amount on
the income statement, and accumulated depreciation is the contra asset account (associated with
either building or equipment).

financial statements and notes – the end product of the accounting cycle.  The financial statements
and notes summarize a company’s financial position (or condition) and performance.  The four
financial statements are the balance sheet, income statement, cash flows statement, and the
statement of changes in stockholders equity. The notes are an integral part of the financial
statements.  They provide supplemental information as required by GAAP.
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general journal – where all journal entries are recorded.  It is an accounting log book that contains a
complete record of a company's recordable transactions, listed in chronological order.  It is also
known as "the book of original entry."  Journal entries contain at least one debit and one credit,
with the debit listed first.  Each journal entry lists the date, the accounts involved, and the amount
that each account should be debited or credited.  The general journal provides no information
about the balance of any account. Account balances are tabulated when the general journal entries
are subsequently posted to their respective accounts in the general ledger. 

general ledger – the collection of all accounts.  It includes several asset accounts, as well as liability,
equity, revenue and expense accounts.  After writing journal entries for all transactions, the
amounts are posted to the appropriate accounts in the general ledger.  The general ledger shows
the history of each account throughout the accounting period.

journal entries – the accounting record of a transaction or event.  Journal entries contain at least one
debit and one credit, with the debits listed listed first.  The accounts credited in a journal entry are
indented to the right of the debit.  Each journal entry lists the date, the accounts involved, and the
amount that each account should be debited or credited.  The general journal provides no
information about the balance of any account, just that an account has been affected by a
transaction.

ledger account – an account in the general ledger (collection of all accounts with current balances). All
ledger accounts have either a debit or credit balance.  Ledger account is a synonym for account.

nominal account – a nominal account is a one period accumulator account.  At the end of the period,
the balance gets transferred to retained earnings.  With a zero account, the account is ready to start
accumulating during the subsequent accounting period.  Income statement accounts, as well as the
dividends account, are nominal accounts.  Examples of nominal accounts are sales revenue and
cost of goods sold expense.

post-closing trial balance – a trial balance is a listing of all accounts with current balances.  In this
case, the balances are current immediately after making closing entries and posting them to
accounts.  The only type of accounts with balances in the post-closing trial balance would be a
real (or balance sheet) account.  The numbers in the post-closing trial balance are the numbers for
starting all real accounts in the next accounting period.

posting to accounts – when amounts in journal entries are recorded in the accounts.  For example, if a
journal entry has a debit to cash for $10 and a credit to sales revenue for $10, then the
bookkeeper/accountant goes to the cash account and place $10 on the debit side, thereby adding
to the cash account balance.  Then, the bookkeeper/accountant goes to the sales revenue account
and places $10 on the credit side, thereby adding to the sales revenue balance.

prepaid expense – a balance sheet asset that arises as a result of business making payments for goods
and services that will be received (or used) in the near future.  In other words, these are
prepayments. Prepaid expenses are initially classified as assets.  The asset is used up or expensed
when the value is received in the future.  Examples are prepaid rent and prepaid rent.
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prepayments (deferrals) – the accounting for when a payment was received (disbursed) in one
accounting period, but will be reported as a revenue (expense) in a later period.  For example,
suppose a customer purchases a gift card in December at a retail store.  The store can make an
entry showing a liability (obligation to provide product/service)

Cash X
Obligation to provide product/service X

In the next period when the customer redeems the gift card, the retail store then recognizes the
revenue:

Obligation to provide product/service X
Sales revenue X

The effect has been to not recognize revenue in the period when cash is received, but to defer it
until another period.

recording transactions – whenever a transaction (transfer of cash or product/service or both) occurs, it
should be written in the accounting system.  This recording takes place in the general joural,
which is the log book or book of original entry for the accounting system.  Each transaction is
recorded in a separate journal entry.

real account – a real account maintains its balance from one period to the next.  It never gets closed
out.  All balance sheet accounts are real accounts.  The alternative is a nominal account, which
gets closed (to retained earnings) at the end of each accounting period.  Examples of real accounts
are cash, accounts payable, and retained earnings.

reversing journal entries – The first entries of an accounting period.  They cancel out certain adjusting
entries made at the end of the previous accounting period.  Reversing entries make it easier to
record subsequent transactions by eliminating the need for either a compound entry, or in some
cases any entry at all.

T-account – a ledger account in T format.  This makes it easy to tell at a glance what is the current
balance.  This is a simplification used in accounting courses for instructional purposes.

transaction journal entries – the journal entry used for recording the effects of transactions. 
Transactions prompt the recording.  Transactions involve transfer of cash (in or out), transfer of
product (in or out), or both.

For example, a transaction might involve payment of an amount owed (accounts payable) and
previously recorded:

Accounts payable X
Cash X
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Another example would be for a credit sale:

Accounts receivable X
Sales revenue X

transaction trial balance – a trial balance is a listing of all accounts with current balances.  In this
case, the balances are current immediately after making transaction entries and posting them to
accounts.  A transaction trial balance can be taken at any time, but the last transaction trial
balance is taken immediate before the adjusting process.

trial balance – a listing of all accounts with their current balances.  The purposes of it are to (1)
provide information about current balance, and (2) verify that the sum of all debits is equal to the
sum of all credits. If debits do not equal credits, an error has been made somewhere in the general
ledger.  A trial balance can be presented at any time during the accounting cycle: after
transactions (transaction trial balance), after adjustments (adjusted trial balance), and after closing
(post-closing trial balance.

unearned revenue — a liability account representing services for which customers have already paid
but for which no delivery of service or product has yet been made.  It is the value of services or
product owed.  Many retail stores incur unearned revenues during the Christmas shopping season
when customers purchase gift cards. The retail company is receiving cash, but will not have to
provide product/service until the gift recipient demands it in the future.
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Prof Albrecht’s Notes
Steps to the Accounting Cycle

Intermediate Accounting 1

The accounting cycle is a combination of bookkeeping
and accounting.  It commences at the start of an
accounting period.  Transactions occur and are
recorded in accounts.  Accounts are regularly updated
and adjusted until, at the conclusion of the accounting
period, financial statements are generated.  A new
cycle begins during the next accounting period.

(0) Prepare accounts to start the period.  Enter
beginning balances.  Record and post reversing
entries,  if any.

(1) Noticing/identifying event/transaction and determining the proper amount

(2) Writing a journal entry that captures the essence of the transaction.  Every transaction affects at
least two or more accounts.  The most common pattern is an increase in a resource and an
increase in some other account explaining the source or reason of the resource increase. 
Example, if a transaction is about borrowing money, then the two affected accounts are increase
cash with a debit and increase notes payable with a credit.

(3) Add/subtract amounts in the journal entry from the related accounts in the general ledger.  This is
called posting to the accounts.  In accounting courses, we use accounts shaped like a capital T. 
These are called T-accounts.

(4) Compute, or take, a trial balance.  A trial balance is a listing of all accounts with the current
balance or total.  The sum of accounts with a debit balance should equal the sum of all accounts
with a credit balance, hence the use of “balance.”  The debits and credits should equal or balance. 
A trial balance can be taken at any time during the accounting period, and is always taken at the
end of the accounting period before adjustments and closing.

(5) Write journal entries for adjustments such as (1) accruals and other estimated amounts and (2)
deferrals or prepayments.  Then post these to the proper accounts.

(6) Take another trial balance, this time after all adjustments.  This is called the adjusted trial
balance.

(7) Prepare financial statements from the adjusted trial balance.  Remember that the retained earnings
account has not yet been changed from the balance at the beginning of the year.  The retained
earnings for the balance sheet is computed as the beginning of period balance for retained
earnings plus net income less dividends.
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(8) Write journal entries to close all revenue, expense, gain, loss an dividends
accounts.  You might have learned to use an intermediary account, or you
might have learned to close all nominal accounts directly to retained
earnings.  Post these closing entries to the proper accounts.

(9) Take another balance, this time called the post-closing trial balance.  These
reflect the account balances for starting the new accounting period.

(0) Get accounts ready for next period.  This very well could mean entering and posting reversing
entries.
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Prof Albrecht’s Notes
Accounts

Intermediate Accounting 1

An account is anything deemed important enough to track
separately.  The collection of all accounts is found in the general
ledger.

In modern double-entry accounting systems, there are five types
of accounts.  The first three types of accounts (asset, liability,
stockholders equity) are related to the balance sheet, and are
called real or permanent accounts.  These accounts carry over
their balance from the end of one accounting period to the
beginning of the next.  The latter two types of accounts (revenue, expense) are related to the income
statement, and are called nominal or temporary accounts.  This is because their accounts accumulate
items during a period.  The accumulated amounts in each nominal accounts are closed to retained
earnings (a real account), after which the nominal account has a balance of zero.  This zero balance is
carried over to the next period. 

In most systems of accounts, the accounts are numbered.  The first digit used to categorize the account
is:

Asset 1
Liability 2
Stockholders equity 3
Revenue 4
Expense 5

Do you know the difference between counting and accounting?

Accounting goes ...

a-one

a-two

a-three
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Each account carries a balance on either the debit (left) or credit (right).

Type of account Normal
   balance   

Asset Debit
Liability Credit
Stockholders equity Credit
Revenue Credit
Expense Debit
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Prof Albrecht’s Notes
Transactions

Intermediate Accounting 1

The term transaction carries a very specific meaning within the context of financial accounting.

(1) It is between the organization and someone or something outside
the organization, and,

(2a) The organization can pay or receive cash without receiving or
delivering a product or service, or,

(2b) The organization can receive or deliver a product or service
without paying or receiving cash, or, 

(2c) The organization can pay or receive cash and at the same time
receive or deliver a product or service.

This is an important term.  A transaction must have taken place before a
journal entry can be entered into the accounting system.  If there is a transaction, then there should be a
journal entry.
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Prof Albrecht’s Notes
Writing journal entries for transactions

Intermediate Accounting 1

The balance sheet has a very specific meaning.  The resources of a company are on the left, and
on the right is where the funds came from to finance their acquisition.  For example, when a company
first gets started, it receives money from investors.  There is more resource (cash) and more
stockholders equity (common stock).  Another example is when a company receives money from
lenders.  There is more resource (cash) and more liability (note payable).  A final example is when a
company receives money from customer (cash), and in turn recognizes more stockholders equity
(revenue, which flows into retained earnings).

We have our first rule:  Every transaction has two aspects, therefore each
transaction journal entry has two parts.

Our ancestors from the 1400s had no mechanical calculating aids.  Therefore, they developed an
ingenious device to alert them if a transcription or arithmetic error had been made.  This device is to
split each account horizontally, so there is a left side and a
right side.  Increases would go on one side of an account,
and decreases would go on the other side of the account. 
The left side of an account is called debit, and the right side
of an account is called credit.  Although the words debit
and credit sometimes have other meanings, in the
accounting cycle they do not.  Debit means left, and credit
means right.  The mechanical check is that for every debit,
there must be a credit.  For the general ledger, total debits
equal total credits.

We have our second rule:  Debits equal credits.

An account is something deemed important enough to track separately.  There are five types of
accounts:  asset, liability, equity, revenue, expense. 

Asset and expense accounts
maintain a debit (left side) balance. 
These accounts must be debited for
increase, credited for decrease. 
Liability, stockholder, and revenue
accounts maintain a credit (right
side) balance.  These accounts
must be credited for increase,
debited for decrease.

Normal
  Type of account     balance     Increase    Decrease  
Asset Debit Debit Credit
Liability Credit Credit Debit
Stockholders equity Credit Credit Debit
Revenue Credit Credit Debit
Expense Debit Debit Credit
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Examples of transaction journal entries

When making journal entries, it is always a good idea to start with a Chart of Accounts.  A Chart
of Accounts is a list of all accounts with their correct title.  For the following examples, we’ll start with
a chart of account containing ten accounts (five assets, two liabilities, one stockholders equity, one
revenue and one expense).  

Our journal entry examples record ten transactions.

1. Receipt of $50,000 from issuing common stock to owners.  In this transaction, cash increases
and common stock (owners interest) increases.  Cash, an asset, increases with a debit.  Common
Stock, stockholders equity, increases with a credit.  The journal entry is:

Cash 50,000
Common stock 50,000

2. Receipt of $25,000 from taking out bank loan.  In this transaction, cash increases and note
payable increases.  Cash, an asset, increases with a debit.  Note payable, a liability, increases with
a credit.  The journal entry is:

Cash 25,000
Note payable 25,000

3. Purchase $5,000 of product inventory from a supplier on credit.  In this transaction, inventory
increases and accounts payable increases.  Inventory, an asset, increases with a debit.  Accounts
payable, a liability, increases with a credit.  The journal entry is:

Inventory 5,000
Accounts payable 5,000

4. Paying supplier for amount owed ($5,000).  In this transaction, accounts payable decreases and
cash decreases.  Accounts payable, a liability, decreases with a debit.  Cash, an asset, decreases
with a credit.  The journal entry is:

Accounts payable 5,000
Cash 5,000

Chart of accounts

  Type of account  Accounts                 
Asset Cash, Accounts receivable,

Inventory, Supplies, Equipment
Liability Accounts payable, notes payable
Stockholders equity Common stock
Revenue Sales revenue
Expense Rent expense
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5. Purchase equipment for $20,000.  In this transaction, equipment increases and cash decreases. 
Equipment, an asset, increases with a debit.  Cash, an asset, decreases with a credit.  The journal
entry is:

Equipment 20,000
Cash 20,000

6. Purchase supplies for $3,000.  In this transaction, supplies increases and cash decreases. 
Supplies, an asset, increases with a debit.  Cash, an asset, decreases with a credit.  The journal
entry is:

Supplies 3,000
Cash 3,000

7. Sell products to customers for $17,000.  In this transaction, cash increases and sales revenue
increases.  Cash, an asset, increases with a debit.  Sales revenue, a revenue, increases with a
credit.  The journal entry is:

Cash 17,000
Sales revenue 17,000

8. Sell products to customers on credit in the amount of $12,000 In this transaction, accounts
receivable increases and sales revenue increases.  Accounts receivable, an asset, increases with a
debit.  Sales revenue, a revenue, increases with a credit.  The journal entry is:

Accounts receivable 12,000
Sales revenue 12,000

9. Receive $12,000 payment on account from customers. In this transaction, cash increases and
accounts receivable decreases.  Cash, an asset, increases with a debit.  Accounts receivable, an
asset, decreases with a credit.  The journal entry is:

Cash 3,000
Accounts receivable 3,000

10. Rent currently due is paid for, $7,000. In this transaction, rent expense increases and cash
decreases.  Rent expense, an expense, increases with a debit.  Cash, an asset, decreases with a
credit.  The journal entry is:

Rent expense 7,000
Cash 7,000

In the next section of notes, I’ll cover how to take the amounts from journal entries and post to
the relevant accounts.
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